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For a discrete dynamical system x s Tx on M ; R r some general condi-nq 1 n
tions will be specified under which the unique equilibrium is globally asymptotically
stable. As a special result we obtain the strong negative feedback property
Žestablished in A. M. Amleh, N. Kruse, and G. Ladas J. Differ. Equations Appl. to
.appear . Finally we apply our result to show that the equilibrium x* s 1 of the
Putnam difference equation,
x q x q x xn ny1 ny2 ny3
x s ,nq 1 x x q x q xn ny1 ny2 ny3
with positive initial conditions x , . . . , x is globally asymptotically stable.0 y3
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1. INTRODUCTION
The results of this paper have been motivated by the ``Open Problems
w xand Conjectures'' posed by Gerry Ladas in 6 about a difference equation
w xwhich appeared in the 1965 Putnam Exam 1, p. 734 :
Ž .Let p be a bounded sequence of integers which satisfiesn nG1
the recursion
p q p q p pny1 ny2 ny3 ny4
p s . 1Ž .n p p q p q pny1 ny2 ny3 ny4
Show that the sequence eventually becomes periodic.
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The solution of this problem is independent of the underlying recursion
Ž w xand only needs the given facts of a bounded sequence of integers cf. 1, 6
.for two solutions of this problem . But it turned out that the difference
Ž .equation 1 itself is attractive. Despite the easily observable property of
Ž .1 that the unique equilibrium p* s 1 is globally asymptotically stable, an
Ž w x.analytical proof remained an open problem cf. 6 . A first step has been
the strong negative feedback property for difference equations of higher
w x Ž .order established in 2 which is not applicable to 1 but is applicable to
some related equations.
In the next two sections we shall prove a more general theorem
concerning the stability of the equilibrium of a discrete dynamical system
Ž .x s Tx in a metric space M, d . If we chose for d the part-metric, wenq1 n
obtain the strong negative feedback property as a special result. Finally, we
Ž .apply our result to the Putnam equation 1 .
2. GLOBAL ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY FOR DISCRETE
DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
Our main result is the following theorem.
Ž .THEOREM 1. Let M, d be a complete metric space where d denotes a
metric and M is an open subset of R r, and let T : M “ M be a continuous
mapping with unique fixed point x* g M. Suppose for the discrete dynamic
system
x s Tx , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2Ž .nq1 n
that there exists some integer k G 1 such that for the k-th iterate of T ,
d T k x , x* - d x , x* for all x / x* 3Ž . Ž . Ž .
Then x* is globally asymptotically stable with respect to the metric d.
Proof. Since T is continuous in x*, for every « ) 0 there exist
Ž i . Ž .d , . . . , d ) 0 such that d T x, x* - « for all x g M with d x, x* - d ,0 ky1 i
 < 4i s 0, . . . , k y 1. Choose d s min d 0 F i F k y 1 ; then it follows thati
Ž n . Ž .d T x, x* - « for all x g M with d x, x* - d and all n G 0, because of
Ž .the choice of d for n s 0, . . . , k y 1 and by 3 for n G k. Thus x* is
Ž j.stable. Now let x / x* be fixed and denote by y , j s 0, . . . , k y 1 the0 n n
Ž . j subsequence of x given by y s x . In the following let j g 0, . . . , kn n n nkqj
4 j k jy 1 be arbitrary but fixed. It follows directly that y s T y andnq1 n
Ž j . Ž j . Ž j .d y , x* - d y , x* for all n G 0. Therefore, lim d y , x* s d* Gnq1 n n“‘ n
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Ž j. Ž j . Ž j.0. As y is bounded, there exists a subsequence y of y suchn n mŽn. n n n
Ž j .that y is converging to some limit a g M. This yieldsmŽn. n
d* s lim d y j , x* s d a, x*Ž .Ž .mŽn.
n“‘
and, because T is continuous,
d* s lim d y j , x* s lim d T k y j , x* s d T ka, x* .Ž .Ž . Ž .mŽn.q1 mŽn.
n“‘ n“‘
Ž . Ž k .This implies a s x*; otherwise, 3 yields a contradiction to d T a, x* s
Ž . j  4d a, x* . Hence, d* s 0 and so lim y s x*. Since j g 0, . . . , k y 1n“‘ n
was chosen to be arbitrary, this yields the assertion.
Remark. It should be noticed that, under the conditions of Theorem 1,
there exists a Liapunov function V of T in x*. But Liapunov functions
only describe the local behavior of fixed points whereas Theorem 1
describes the global behavior. Nevertheless, the advanced theory of Lia-
punov functions is applicable for proving Theorem 1. Define the function
V: M “ R by
i <V x s max d T x , x* 0 F i F k y 1 for x g M . 4Ž . Ž .
Ž .Then it follows by the properties of the metric d that V x ) 0 for all
Ž .x* / x g M and V x* s 0. Obviously, V is continuous on M with respect
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .to d. By 3 we also have V Tx F V x for all x g M. Thus the system 2
Ž . Ž w x. Ž . Ž .is locally stable e.g., see 4 . Also, V x s d x, x* defines a strict
Liapunov function for the system x s T k x and implies that x* isnq1 n
globally asymptotically stable with respect to this system; thus, x* is also a
Ž .globally asymptotically stable fixed-point of T with respect to d .
The key observation which we shall exploit centers about a metric p,
Ž w x.called the part-metric or Thompson's metric see 3, 7 which is defined on
Ê r r rthe interior M s R of the positive orthant R of R byq q
x yi i rÊp x , y s ylog min , 1 F i F r for x , y g R .Ž . q½ 5y xi i
Ê rIt is easy to verify that p is a continuous metric on R , and it is shown byq
Ê rw x Ž . w xThompson 7 that R , p is a complete metric space. In 5 Krause andq
Nussbaum proved that the distances indicated by the part-metric and by
Ê n5 5the Euclidean norm ? are equivalent on R . This yields the nextq
corollary of Theorem 1.
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Ê r Ê rCOROLLARY 2. Let T : R “ R be a continuous mapping with uniqueq q
Ê r Ž .fixed point x* g R . Suppose for the discrete dynamical system 2 that thereq
exists some integer k G 1 such that for the part-metric p,
P T k x , x* - p x , x* for all x / x* 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
in the Euclidean norm. Then x* is globally asymptotically stable.
In the following, we consider the nonlinear difference equation of r th
order
u s f u , u , . . . , u , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 5Ž . Ž .nq r n ny1 nqry1
Ê r Êwhere f : R “ R is a continuous function with some unique equilibriumq q
Ê Ž Ž . .u* in R i.e., f u, . . . , u s u if and only if u s u* . The next corollary isq
w xa generalization of the strong negative feedback property established in 2 .
Ž .COROLLARY 3. Suppose for the difference equation 5 that there exists an
Ž . Ž .integer k G 1 such that for all solutions u of 5n n
2u*Ž .
u y u ? y u F 0 6Ž . Ž .n nqk nqkž /un
with equality if and only if u s u*. Then u* is globally asymptotically stable.n
Proof. The proof will be a consequence of Corollary 2. We first show
Ž .that 6 is equivalent to
u u* u u*nqk n
min , ) min , for u / u*. 7Ž .n½ 5 ½ 5u* u u* unqk n
Ž .Suppose that 6 holds. For u ) u we obtain u*ru - u*ru .n nqk n nqk
Ž . Ž .2Furthermore, 6 implies u* ru - u , which yields u*ru - u ru*,n nqk n nqk
Ž . Ž .and so we have 7 . The case u - u is similar. If 7 is true, forn nqk
Ž .u ) u we have u ru* ) u ru*. Then 7 implies thatn nqk n nqk
u* u u* un nqks min , - .½ 5u u* u u*n n
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Ž .The case u - u is similar. Thus we have 6 . Now define the mappingn nqk
Ê r Ê rT : R “ R byq q
xx 21 .. .. ..T s .
xx rry1 0  0x f x , . . . , xŽ .r 1 r
Then
u u u unq1 n nqk n
. . . .k. . . .s T and s T .. . . . 0  0  0  0u u u unq r nqry1 nqrqky1 nqry1
Ž .For the part-metric p, 7 implies that
Tkp T x , x* - p x , x* for all x / x* s u*, . . . , u* .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Thus Corollary 2 yields the assertion.
Ž .Remark. For 0 F k F r condition 6 is called the strong negati¤e feed-
Ž w x. w xback property cf. 2 . In particular, Theorem 4 in 2 is a special case of
Corollary 3.
3. EXAMPLE: THE PUTNAM EQUATION
In this section we consider the asymptotic behavior of the Putnam
Ž .equation 1
u q u q u un ny1 ny2 ny3
u s , n s 0, 1, . . . , 8Ž .nq1 u u q u q un ny1 ny2 ny3
with positive initial conditions u , . . . , u . This difference equation has0 y3
the unique equilibrium u* s 1. Computer observations indicate that the
following two statements may be true:
v Ž .Equation 8 has positive solutions which are not eventually equal
to 1; that is, there exist initial conditions u , . . . , u ) 0 such that0 y3
Ž . Ž .u , . . . , u / 1, 1, 1, 1 for all n G 0.n ny3
v Ž .The equilibrium u* s 1 of 8 is globally asymptotically stable.The
Ž w x.first problem is still unsolved cf. 6 , and therefore we claim that this
conjecture is true, because otherwise the second statement would be
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trivial. In the following, we focus on the stability statement. It is easy to
Ž . Ž .verify that 8 does not satisfy the strong negative feedback property 6 .
Ž .But 8 has the following property:
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4. Let u be a solution of Eq. 8 with initial conditionsn nGy3
Ž .u , u , u , u ) 0 such that u is not e¤entually equal to 1. Then for0 y1 y2 y3 n n
all n G 0 the following inequalities hold:
1 1 1 1
u ) min u , u , u , u , , , , ,nq1 ny3 ny2 ny1 n½ 5u u u uny3 ny2 ny1 n
1 1 1 1
u - max u , u , u , u , , , , .nq1 ny3 ny2 ny1 n½ 5u u u uny3 ny2 ny1 n
Ž . Ž . Proof. We show for a, b, c, d / 1, 1, 1, 1 and a s max a, b,
y1 y1 y1 y14c, d, a , b , c , d that
a q b q cd
y1a - f s f a, b , c, d s - a . 9Ž . Ž .
ab q c q d
This yields the assertion. Without loss of generality we assume that f G 1;
Ž . Ž .otherwise we change the roles of the pairs a, b and c, d and consider
y1 Ž . Ž .f . Because of the symmetry in the pairs a, b and c, d it is sufficient to
consider the following three cases of c and d; otherwise we change the
Ž . Ž . Ž .roles of c and d: i d s 1, c F 1; ii d - 1, c - 1; and iii d ) 1. For the
same reason, we may also assume without loss of generality that a G b.
a q b q cŽ .i If d s 1, we see that f s . Since f G 1, we have a q b Gab q c q 1
Ž .Ž .ab q 1 which is equivalent to 0 G a y 1 b y 1 . This implies by a G b
that either a ) 1 G b or a G 1 ) b or a s b s 1. Now by the definition
of f , for some b ) 0,
f - b m a q b q c - abb q cb q b . 10Ž .
Ž . 2In the case a ) 1, 10 holds for b s a, as a b ) b and ac ) c. In the case
Ž . y1b - 1, 10 holds for b s b , as crb ) c and 1rb ) b. In the case
Ž . Ž .a s b s 1 we have c - 1, because c s 1 contradicts a, b, c, d / 1, 1, 1, 1
Ž . y1and 10 holds for b s c .
Ž .ii Consider the case d - 1 and c - 1. The following inequalities are
equivalent:
f - dy1 m ad q bd q cd2 - ab q c q d 11Ž .
m d y 1 c q b q cd - 1 y a d y b . 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Ž .If a G b G 1, 12 is true due to the signs of the factors. If 1 ) b ) d,
Ž . 211 is true as ab ) ad, c ) cd , and d ) bd. If d G b, we have c ) bcd
and d G b2. Hence, ab q b2 q bcd - ab q c q d which is equivalent to
f - by1.
Ž .iii Consider the case d ) 1. The following inequalities are equi-
valent:
f - d m a q b - abd q d2 13Ž .
m 1 y d 1 q ab q d - a y 1 b y 1 . 14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .If a G b G 1 or 1 ) a G b, 14 is true due to the signs of the factors. If
Ž . 2a G 1 ) b and bd ) 1, 13 is true because abd ) a and d ) b. If
a G 1 ) b and 1 G bd, we have d ) b2 and c G bcd. Hence, ab q b2 q
bcd - ab q c q d, which is equivalent to f - by1.
In all cases we proved that for some 1 - b F a , 1 F f - b. This
concludes the proof.
Lemma 4 allows us to prove the global stability of the Putnam equa-
Ž .tion 8 .
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 5. Let u be a solution of Eq. 8 with initial condi-n nGy3
tions u , . . . , u ) 0. Then the equilibrium u* s 1 is globally asymptotically0 y3
stable.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let u be a solution of 8 that is not eventually equal to 1;n n
Ê 4 Ê 4otherwise there is nothing to show. Denote by T : R “ R the mappingq q
a2
a1 a3
a2 aT s .4
a3 a q a q a a4 3 2 1 0  0a4 a a q a q a4 3 2 1
Ž . Ž .Then solution u of 8 is represented by the first component of then n
Ž .solution x of the system x s Tx with initial condition x sn n nq1 n 0
Ž .T Ž .Tu , u , u , u . Due to Lemma 4, for x* s 1, 1, 1, 1 and the part-y3 y2 y1 0
metric p we have
p x , x* - p x , x*Ž . Ž .nq1 n
for all n G 0. Thus all conditions of Corollary 2 are satisfied, which yields
the assertion.
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Remark. The authors conjecture that Corollary 2 applies also for the
more general equation
u q u q ??? qu q u un ny1 nyk nyky1 nyky2
u s , n s 0, 1, . . . .nq1 u u q u q ??? qun ny1 ny2 nyky2
However, it is difficult to handle all the cases that may appear in a lemma
related to Lemma 4.
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